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ORGANIZING SCHOOL 
LEARNING SPACES: 
Recuperating new “learning spaces”  

within our schools 
 

This project is intended to help students review, consolidate and apply concepts 

learnt in physics, maths and art within a “real-life” transdisciplinary situation.  

In this project, students contemplate the possibility of setting up an “innovative 

learning space” within their school, which would require the application of 

concepts learnt from physics, maths and art to draw up a proposal for decision-

making bodies of their school. 

Why talk about “Learning Spaces”? 

As we move away from traditional teacher-fronted lecturing towards more 

student-centred learning processes, schools are becoming increasingly more 

aware of the need to provide their students different learning environments 

which are optimized for more effective learning through activities based on task- 

and project based learning, collaborative problem solving, web-searching, etc., 

which at times call for deep-level whole-group discussions while at other times, 

calls for quiet individual reflection.   

 

And who better to design these new “learning spaces” that our 

students who will be using them? 
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A special feature of this Project: Monolingual CLIL-contexts 

This set of materials is especially interesting for CLIL teachers working in mainly 

monolingual contexts.   

This Project was originally designed for 16-year-old students at a Liceo Classico in Italy 

(3° anno scuola superiore di secondo grado), with the target CLIL-language being English 

at CEFR level of B1-Lower. 

Even in L1, at secondary, disciplinary-concepts are unfamiliar and complex and 

the language used to “language about” these concepts, disciplinary-discourse, is 

also unfamiliar and complex.  Interestingly, in highly monolingual contexts where 

the teacher and most of the students share an L1, this L1 becomes a very 

important tool for learning, serving as a “scaffold” to help students understand 

new content and also the new academic language in the CLIL-language. For 

example, we can help students understand content by first using English-BICS 

and then consolidating using L1-BICS.  At the same time, English-BICS might 

actually be a way to help students understand L1-CALP, that “academic L1” 

which is actually not easy to understand, even if it “looks like L1”. 

These ideas of “translanguaging” between (1) named languages (English, Italian, 

French, etc.) and also between (2) different registers (informal BICS or academic 

CALP), has been explained in the “Materials Guideline” (see the contribution 

from Italy).   Here, you can see these ideas at work. 

A few notes on how to optimize these for your students: 

Note (1): Since the Project was designed to help students at a specific school in 

Italy reorganize spaces within their school, the floor-plan used here belongs to 

that specific school and the names of the different classes are in Italian.  However, 

you can give your students the floor-plan of their school and classrooms and 

work with them to use these tasks for reorganizing spaces in their school. 

Note (2): Where tasks use Italian, of course substitute with your students’ L1. 

Note (3):  You will see that, in matching tasks, the “matches” are not mixed: they 

are so you, as the teacher, can decide if these tasks would be useful for your 

students.  So, before you use these “matching exercises” mix up the choices on 

one side of the “match” so your students will have fun completing these tasks.  
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How this Project is organized  

Through 6 CLIL-Modules, students apply learnt concepts from Maths, Physics 

and Art so to gain ownership of the notions regarding  “Learning Spaces”.  After 

completing the Modules, students will have the knowledge to participate in 

drawing up three “products”: 

• Product 1: A product* which effectively disseminates information 

regarding “Learning Spaces” to peers in their school  

• Product 2: A product* which allows them to share this knowledge with 

students of schools elsewhere in the world  

• Product 3: Drawing up proposals* to convince local school authorities to 

attend to and invest in “Learning Spaces”. 

Note that, in the last Module, students will be encouraged to see these “products” 

as “sales-pitches” which they must develop and present to others in 6 minute 

presentations aimed at convincing others that “it is important for schools to consider 

“Innovative Learning Spaces””.   

The underlying process connecting all 6 Modules is the pedagogic strategy of a 

“Hackathon”: 

 

• The pedagogic strategy of using a “Hackathon” prompts learners/thinkers 

to merge together their collective knowledge and collaboratively produce a 

final product to be “presented, marketed and evaluated in a “competition”.  

For students, this serves to cultivate the 21st century competence of 

“entrepreneurship”.   Therefore, through this ADiBE Project, students will 

“move towards a “product for presentation/competition”.  The Hackathon 

paradigm will therefore be the underlying didactic strategy for motivating 

and guiding students’ work towards the final three “products” listed 

above.    

• Additional information: “Hackathon” (example of “Hackathons” in schools: 

https://www.tomorrowsuccess.com/hackathon-events.html) 
 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hackathon
https://www.tomorrowsuccess.com/hackathon-events.html
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Disciplinary Subjects involved & Concepts addressed 
 

Maths: 
• Euclidean geometry 

• deconstruction of irregular shapes 

• geometrical spaces 

• calculating area of non-Euclidean shapes 

• ratio scale 

• scaling of an Euclidean figure 
 

Physics: 

• measurements and errors 

• units of measure 

• averages and variations 

• error propagation 
 

Art: 
• primary, secondary and complimentary colours 

• colours and emotions 

• colours and culture 

 

Competences, literacies & skills  

• Organising information (e.g. to write a convincing report to elicit financial 

support) 

• Orientation and spatial-visual literacy (e.g. working with building floor-

plans and scaling) 

• Numeracy (e.g. calculating averages and standard deviations) 

• Self-awareness (e.g.  identifying and reinforcing individual abilities and 

interests such as photography, music, video-making, design and drawing, 

poetry, etc.) 

• Working life skills, collaboration at work, project development and 

entrepreneurship (e.g. develop a sales-pitch to elicit investment from 

authorities) 

 

Discourses, language awareness, language learning & use 

• Justifying and supporting personal and/or group opinion 

• Making official requests 

• Discerning between registers (BICS and CALP) 

• Creating register-appropriate texts  
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• Using content-specific language (e.g. regarding the organisation of learning 

space) 

Concepts addressed within each Module 
• Module 1. Introduction to the concept of “learning spaces” 

• Module 2. Setting up “Documentation Workgroups” according to 

individual strengths 

• Module 3. Geometry, surface area, scaling (maths) 

• Module 4. Measurement errors and error propagation (physics) 

• Module 5. Colours in our learning spaces (art) 

• Module 6. Hackathon: “the sales-pitch” to authorities 

 

NOTE: Modules 3, 4, and 5 can also be used independently for reviewing the 

disciplinary concepts indicated. 

 

Project Index & Links  

 
Module 1 
CLIL-tasks to introduce students to the notion of “Learning Spaces” 

• Link to CLIL Tasks of Module 1 
• Link to Task Organization and Indexing Table of Module 1 

 

Module 2 
Setting up “Documentation Workgroups” and Hackathon 

• Link to Module 2 
• See instructions for organization 

 

Module 3 
CLIL-tasks regarding concepts of geometry, surface area, scaling (Maths) 

• Link to Module 3 
• Organizational table forthcoming 

 

Module 4 
CLIL-tasks regarding measurement errors and error propagation (Physics) 

• Link to Module 4 
• organizational table forthcoming 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KMEoW_L8IhhUcgmppd01glTMYyLHQFMw9g2bBZCnKNo/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nFAVtP6pdG68q4ApD64hAEnzMWjjNun0Ps7UmTnVdLQ
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15kXG1INP6oE4WF7rzD23DZAg_JPLIXzfzWG2UDwDeMA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cdgT6ph20Taz8RRQYsZw5i4HbOKwohcLn4_iQok5JTE/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1p8nJMabJnZ0qJXSqo_0W_bZo7ik8QPgskaKYOZuQ87Y
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Module 5 
CLIL-tasks regarding “Colours in Our Learning Spaces” (Art) 

• Link to CLIL Tasks of Module 5 
• Link to Task Organization and Indexing Table” 

 

Module 6 
Putting it all together into final Hackathon products  

• Link to "The Sales-Pitch" 

 

GROUPING AND ORGANIZATION KEY 
 

 

  

 

LISTEN WATCH READ THINK & WORK INDIVIDUALLY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SPEAK & 
SHARE 

WRITE DRAW GRAPH PAIR-WORK GROUP- 
WORK 

 

  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VFoztkTAGhN5g-NCEfRPRstSR2NHiTRTLQjrGv7JsWM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ENpi-vLTE4rC0QJ6fV4J54q1OzewzPlWE740F8hDI3M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12CtKa8rVhznm2czcZAkHZWkNhrBlnyesq6MO7Y_8fXk/edit?usp=sharing
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MODULE 1.  
INTRODUCING “LEARNING SPACES” 

(Click here to access the Organization Frame for this Module) 
 

 

 

NOTE to the TEACHER: This Module sets the scene for “needing alternative 

learning spaces”, motivating students to reflect on moments during their school 

days in which they may have wished for an alternative “space” in which they 

could do their learning, be it alone or with their classmates.  

 

 
 

TASKS 
 

 

Task 

1.1. 
 

Look at the words in the box and talk to a partner to see if 

you know what some of these words mean.  

 

Task 

1.2. 
 

Now click on the image to watch a video which illustrates 

three ways we could organize the classroom into different 

types of “learning spaces”.  

List these three types of spaces in the table below: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nFAVtP6pdG68q4ApD64hAEnzMWjjNun0Ps7UmTnVdLQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/P_cCTiuvxiA
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Learning spaces:    

 

Task 

1.4. 

 

 

  

What types of learning spaces do students need so they can 

get the most from their day in school? Below are five answers 

students have given.  

• Work by yourself to match the phrases to identify their 

answers. 

• When you are done, check with someone nearby to see 

if you have the same matches. 

Sometimes I think it would be nice to 

have a corner I can go to to... 

...other about what we are 

learning. 

We need to have spaces which allow us to 

talk to each... 

...learn to work with different 

people. 

Maybe we could have different spaces for 

doing different... 
...day is the best way to learn. 

We need to work with different 

classmates so we... 

...things with the information we 

are learning. 

The traditional arrangement in which we 

sit in pairs in the same place every... 
...read quietly by myself. 

  

 

NOTE to TEACHERS: Answers 

1.     Sometimes I think it would be nice to have a corner I can go to to read 

quietly by myself. 

2.     We need to have spaces which allow us to talk to each other about what 

we are learning. 

3.     Maybe we could have different spaces for doing different things with 

the information we are learning. 

4.     We need to work with different classmates so we learn to work with 

different people. 

5.     The traditional arrangement in which we sit in pairs in the same place 

every day is the best way to learn. 
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Task 
1.5. 

 

 

Now form groups of 4 and tell others which of these 

statements best reflects your own thinking about “Learning 

Spaces”. 

• Remember that these are answers given by different 

students: everyone is different. 

• Someone in your group might also have a suggestion 

for a type of learning space which is not listed 

here.  Make a note of this so we can share it with 

others. 

 

Task 

1.6. 
 

 

Work individually to use the information from the previous 

tasks to explain what, in your opinion, is and is not “good 

learning spaces”.   
 

Your teacher will give you a slip of paper.  Use no more than 

40 words to write your own opinion on what makes for 

“good learning spaces” and what might be some problems 

with these non-traditional learning spaces.  Use the language 

from the previous tasks to help you. 

 

Task 

1.7. 

 

 

 

Now your teacher will pair you up with someone else in 

your class so you can do three things: 

1)  consider each others’ opinions 

2)  correct each others’ English if necessary 

3)  expand your “wish list” with two more ideas 

 

 

NOTE to TEACHERS: In the following task, students must write a poem. The 

didactic strategy of writing a poem rather than prose  obliges students to 

communicate ideas with few words.  This increases students’ ability to use 

language creatively.  In addition, here, students must choose words and 

phrases which fit within an “English poetic frame”, thereby prompting them 

to use a foreign language creatively.   

 

Language note: The frames review common language problems such as 

much/many and also various levels of conditionals.  Depending on the level 

of the learners, you may wish to explain the use of English subjunctive “were” 

as more proper, albeit the use of “was” is appearing in native parlance and is 

becoming increasingly more acceptable.  
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Task 

1.8. 

 

 

  

Now find another pair of students to expand your pair into a 

Group-of-4 (G4).  In this new G4, you will work together to write 

a poem with 10 sentences.  

• Below are 10 “poem-stems”.  

• Your 10-sentence poem must use six of these poem-stems 

plus four additional sentences that you work together to 

create. 

• Oh how I wish there were a/an __________ 

• If only there were an _______________ 

• Oh how I love ______________ but oh how I hate   _____________ 

• Sometimes there is just too much ________________ 

• Sometimes there are just too many __________________ 

• I wish there were more _______________ but no ________________ 

• I hope they will _________________ and I wish they would 

______________ 

• If we had a __________________________...oh how wonderfully we 

would learn… 

• If we could ______________________ …oh how joyful we would be… 

• OH.how I ___________ school and how I would love it more if 

_____________________... 

 

 

NOTE to TEACHER:  The next task adopts the strategy of translanguaging 

between L1 and English to make sure that all the students of the group 

understand the poem they just created. In fact, since students are writing to 

their aunt, they are expected to use informal L1 to write their text.  In this 

way, this task helps all learners of the group to not only understand the poem, 

but also reflect on the English language structures used to express wishes and 

desires.   

 

Depending on your students and your context, you can suggest different 

texts: emails, a letter, social media, etc.  They can add images and hashtags 

etc., but the process of “text transformation”, i.e. translating from English to 

L1 is the main strategy to deploy here.  
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Task 

1.9. 

 

 

 

Now, still in your G4, work together to write an email in Italian 

to explain to your Aunt Ida, who is 60 years old, what your poem 

from task 3C says.  

 

Now your teacher will show you the area in the school which could be 

transformed into an “innovative learning space” and explain to you what you 

can do about it. 

 

Go to Module 2 

→ Setting up Documentation Workgroups and Starting the notion of the Hackathon 
  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=15kXG1INP6oE4WF7rzD23DZAg_JPLIXzfzWG2UDwDeMA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15kXG1INP6oE4WF7rzD23DZAg_JPLIXzfzWG2UDwDeMA
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MODULE 2:  
SETTING UP THE HACKATHON 

 
 

 

NOTES to the TEACHER: Now that students have been “warmed-up” to the 

idea of “Learning Spaces”, they are ready to be given some responsibilities 

towards bringing “Innovative Learning Spaces” into your school. 

 

You will see that “activity set 2” is intended to take place outside formal 

classroom learning time and involves students in “informal” collaborative-

learning and problem-solving processes that accommodates and accentuate 

their individual strengths and personal competences. 

 

Below are suggestions for organizing this Activity Set 2 and also “research 

notes” for your information which will be addressed in Activity Sets 3-5.  

 
 

Suggested Actions / Conversations with Students to accomplish Activity Set 

2: 

Review and concord with the class that there are good reasons for creating 

“innovative learning spaces”.  

1. This project is an occasion for students to draw up a proposal for “The 

School I’d Like to Have: Creating a “Learning Space”. 

2. Delineate the boundaries of the area that students will be 

“transforming” through this ADiBE Project. 

3. Make clear to the students that, at the conclusion of this Project, 

students should be able to draw up a Proposal for the school on how to 

“transform the given school space into an innovative learning space.” 

4. The Proposal should show that they have: 

1. documented the current state of the area that will be renovated 

into “The Learning Space”: This is Pre-intervention Documentation 

2. gathered ample information to clearly demonstrate that they have 

given the issue of “learning spaces” thorough and deep 

consideration 
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Note that point 5 above involves documentation and gathering 

information.  The CLIL ADiBE tasks in Activity Sets 3-5 will involve students 

in using content concepts for gathering information. 

 

However, the process of documenting the current state of the space will take 

some time but does not involve the revision of content concepts. Activity Set 2 

involves “documentation” by assigning students to the following 

Workgroups to produce “Documentation” which is done outside this ADiBE 

Project. 

 

This Documentation Task might aim to produce the following documents to 

insert into the final Proposal: 

• Workgroup 1. Internet search and summary to show how other 

schools have created “learning spaces: Your summary should draw 

attention to at least 2 positive aspects of innovative learning spaces. 

• Workgroup 2. Photographs of the school space to put into a report of 

“pre-renovation”: Make sure you have enough photos to document the 

current state of affairs, yet not too many photographs to be redundant 

and overwhelming, which would lose your audience. 

• Workgroup 3. Video(s) explaining the Project and find ways for 

readers to link to it: You can make a series of videos, but each should 

be no more than 2 minutes long. 

• Workgroup 4. Sketches and other artistic renditions of the space to 

insert into a report: Agree with others on how many are needed so 

there is a balance between the different media (photos, drawings, 

videos etc.) in the information package. 

• Workgroup 5. Short written summary in Italian containing all of the 

above information.  Decide on how long this summary should be so 

that it will be read by your intended audience. 

• Workgroup 6. Short equivalent written summary in English containing 

all of the above information. 

Suggestion on how to group the students: 

 

It would be best to have each student choose which Workgroup they would 

like to be in, based on personal interests. If certain groups are too large, make 

subgroups, each of which might tackle the task from a slightly different angle. 
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To organize the different documents created during Activity Set 2, create an 

online repository (Google, Edmodo, Moodle, etc.) containing a folder for each 

of these Workgroup tasks, into which respective Workgroups can upload 

their Workgroup Product by a certain date*, in time for the creation of the 

final Proposal.   

 

*According to the school schedule and the time you have to complete this 

Project, you should have the students decide on a “due-date” for this 

“Documentation work” and give students time to visit each other’s work 

before they do Module 6. 

Research is showing that students learn more and with more interest if they 

can, during school, ALSO learn at their own pace and work on different 

things at different times.  This means that classrooms need to allow for 

different ways of learning (task above).  That is why the EU and INDIRE (the 

Italian Teacher-Training Bureau) are promoting the creation of “learning 

spaces”. That is also why there is funding available for schools if they have 

good proposals, especially if the proposals have been generated by 

students.  This project is an occasion for students to draw up a proposal for 

“The School I’d Like to Have: Creating a “Learning Space”. 

 
 

Go to Module 3 

Floor-plan of the New Learning Spaces: 
Geometry, Scaling & Surface Area 

  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cdgT6ph20Taz8RRQYsZw5i4HbOKwohcLn4_iQok5JTE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cdgT6ph20Taz8RRQYsZw5i4HbOKwohcLn4_iQok5JTE/edit?usp=sharing
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MODULE 3: 
GEOMETRY, SURFACE AREA, SCALING  

(MATHS) 

 
 

Total Time: approximately 3 hours 

 

NOTE to TEACHERS (3.1-3.2): These Tasks help students understand “space”. To 

measure their classroom they need only a Carpenter meter (we suggest one that is at 

least 5 meters long so students do not have to make repeated smaller measurements, 

which is uncomfortable and would risk their making too many mistakes. These Tasks 

also help students to orientate themselves within a space which is probably already 

familiar, but not observed  “geometrically” and  “measured”.   
 

Of course the modern alternative would be to use a “laser meter” which would 

probably give less errors but also less of a “learning opportunity”.  As a teacher, you 

should choose the tool that you find most suitable for your group of students and adapt 

the tasks according to the objective you want to achieve. 
 

Remember that these tasks were originally designed for students at a specific school 

(thus the Italian names of different classes).  Using your school’s floor-plan, you can 

help your students adapt the following sequence of tasks to their school environment. 
 

 

 

TASKS 
 

 

Task 

3.1. 
 

Total 
time: 

20 
minutes  

Explore where you are 

The following image is the floor-plan of the area around the 

classrooms of the “Sezione Cambridge”. How “spatial” are 

you?  Do you notice the space around you?  
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To see how observant you usually are, do the following without going outside 

to check or talking to anyone else: 

 

LEVEL 1  (time: 6 minutes)   
• Label the classrooms which belong to classes 1 and 3 of the “Sezione E” 

and “Sezione A  Quadriennale”;  

• Then label the classrooms which belong to classes 1, 2, 3 and 4 of 

“Sezioni Cambridge” A and B; 

• Compare your labelling with that of someone else in your group to see if 

their labels are the same.  

• Go outside to check your work. 

• Now prepare a question in English to ask someone how to reach your 

classroom from another location of the school, such as the main 

entrance, the Principal’s Office, the Library, another classroom, etc. Put 

several complete sentences into Translate to see how you should 

formulate your questions and refer to various locations.   

 

LEVEL 2 (time: 6 minutes) 
• Label the classrooms which belong to classes 1 and 3 of the “Sezione E” 

and “Sezione A  Quadriennale”;  

• Then label the classrooms which belong to classes 1, 2, 3 and 4 of 

“Sezioni Cambridge” A and B; 

• Compare your labelling with that of someone else to see if they are the 

same.  

• Use the IWB to replicate the floor-plan and describe in English the 

various classrooms and areas of the floor-plan.  In addition, you should 

also indicate, using arrows, various other locations of your school, such 

as the main entrance, the Principal’s Office, the library, the gym, the 

cafeteria, etc.  

 

LEVEL 3 (time: 6 minutes + 10 minutes all together) 

• Label the classrooms which belong to classes 1 and 3 of the “Sezione E” 

and “Sezione A  Quadriennale”;  

• Then label the classrooms which belong to classes 1, 2, 3 and 4 of 

“Sezioni Cambridge” A and B; 
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MIXED-LEVEL RE-GROUP 
Level 1 students will now ask the questions they have prepared and Level 3 

and Level 2 students should take turns answering the questions by 

describing the path a person should take to reach the classroom from 

another location. 

 

 

Task 

3.2 

 

Total 
time: 

10 
minutes 

 
 

 

 

Intro to collecting data 

Below are floor plans of two classrooms in your area of the 

school.  

1. First identify which classroom is yours. 

2. Then, working with a partner, complete the 

information below the image of your classroom: find 

a way to make the measurements you need to 

calculate the surface area of your classroom.  

3. Use Wordreference or Google Translate to help you. 

 

 

 

Classroom___________________________ Classroom__________________________ 
 

LEVEL 1 (time: 6 minutes) 
 

Answer the following questions: 

 

1) What kind of geometric figure is your class floor plan? 

______________________________________________ 

 

2) Which of the following unit of measurement would you probably use to redraw 
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only your classroom onto a page in your notebook or your entire school onto a 

page of your notebook? 

a. meters (m) 

b. centilitres (cl) 

c. centimetres (cm) 

d. millimetres (mm) 

e. grams (g) 

f. hectolitres (hl) 

g. kilometres (Km) 

 

3) Now insert the real measurements of your classroom and calculate the 

surface area:  

• length of your classroom: 

• width of your classroom: 

• surface area of your classroom: 

 

LEVEL 2 (time: 6 minutes) 
Answer the following questions: 

1) Which of the following unit of measurement would you probably use to redraw 

only your classroom onto a page in your notebook or your entire school onto a 

page of your notebook? 

a. meters (m) 

b. centilitres (cl) 

c. centimetres (cm) 

d. millimetres (mm) 

e. grams (g) 

f. hectolitres (hl) 

g. kilometres (Km) 

  

2) Now insert the real measurements of your classroom and calculate the 

surface area:  

• length of your classroom: 

• width of your classroom: 

• surface area of your classroom: 

 

3) Now insert the measurements and the unit of measure into the figure of the 

floor-plan and compare your work with that of your companions.  
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LEVEL 3 (time: 6 minutes work + 3min plenary) 
Prepare to do the following using the IWB.   

Draw the floor-plan of your classroom within a floor-plan of the common space 

surrounding your classroom, such as the hallway.  Then explain to the class, in 

English, how you would calculate the surface area of your classroom and also 

estimate the surface area of the common space in your drawing. 

 

 

NOTE to TEACHERS (3.3): To acquire the complete measurement of the 

actual surface, students must work on a scale plan. Working in scale therefore 

means having understood the meaning of similar shapes which are, however, 

different in size. The task addresses the concept of scale factors. In this task, 

students will review similar figures - quadrilaterals and triangles - and write 

proportions to express the relationships between corresponding sides of 

similar figures. 

 

Students should work in mixed-ability groups through three different steps.  

 

 

Task 3.3. 

Total 
time: 

30 
minutes 

 

  

Compare similar shapes of different sizes. Work in 

groups 

You have probably noticed various similar shapes in 

your daily life.  

 

Remember that, in Euclidean geometry, two objects 

are considered similar if they have the same shape 

and proportional sides. As such, the exact size of one 

can be obtained from the other by uniformly scaling 

up or down, i.e. enlarging or reducing.  

 

Using a ruler, complete the table by comparing the 

measurements between each pair of similar figures 

given below.  
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Step 1. (time: 10 minutes) 
Consider the similar shapes in Figures 1 and 2 and Figures 3 and 4 below. 

Work together to read the instructions. 

Then work together to answer the following questions and make sure that everyone in 

your group has understood the following points: 

• What do the numbers represent? 

• Why is the number the same in all the divisions? 

To help everyone in your group understand, find other examples. 

 

Comparing  Figures 1 and 2  

 

 
 

How are corresponding sides of ABC related to the corresponding sides in 

DEF?  

 

Find these ratios:  

  ABDE=--    ACDF= --        BCEF= --                   

 

Side AB corresponds to side ______.  

Dividing the measurement of side AB with its correspondent (in the 

denominator the measure of the actual size, figure on the right) you get the 

number _____. 

Side AC corresponds to side _____.  

Dividing the measure of AC with the correspondent of AC (in the denominator 
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the measure of the actual size) you get the value _____. 

Side BC corresponds to side _____.  

Dividing the measure of BC with the correspondent of BC (in the denominator 

the measure of the actual size) you get the value _____.  

 

Comparing Figures 3 and 4 

 

 
 

Side AD corresponds to side  _____. Dividing the measure of the correspondent 

of AD with AD (in the denominator the measure of the actual size) you get the 

value _____.   

 

Since the figures are squares you can quickly find the ratios:EF 

AB=FGBC=HGDC= --  

 

Step 2. (time: 10 minutes) 
Work together to decide if the following statements are true: 

1. A shape is similar if the ratio of corresponding sides is equal and the 

corresponding angles are equal. 

2. Similar shapes are identical in shape, but different in size.  

 

Using the previous two statements, look for a convincing answer to the following 

question: 
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Given two rectangular flags, one measures 1000 mm by 500m, the other measures 

500 mm by 350 mm.  Work out the ratio of corresponding sides.  

 

Step 3. (time: 5 minutes + 5 min plenary) 
Now work together to observe the following two rectangles.  If you know that 

the green rectangle is a scaled-down image of the orange rectangle, how can 

you calculate the height of the orange rectangle, which is labelled “x”.  

 

 
 

Now choose two speakers from your group.  One will explain how your 

group calculated x in English and the other will explain the same concept in 

the school language.  

 

 

 

NOTE for TEACHERS (3.4): In this task, by translanguaging through not 

only different languages (L1 and EN), but also different registers (BICS and 

CALP) of the same and/or both languages, students acquire the specific 

discourse about “scales”.   

 

By working with level-specific task types, all learners will gain the language 

needed to think about the concept of “scale”.  After this, they can then come 

together and work confidently within mixed-level groups. 

Note that the process of multiple re-reading that will be needed to complete 

these tasks is intended to help students consolidate the concept of “scale”.  

The task is therefore organized in two STEPS: 

• STEP 1 is a multilevel task in which students work with others of their 

respective levels. Level 1 tasks are intended for weaker students and 
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Level 3 tasks are intended for stronger students.  Groups of each Level 

will work through texts which have been tarred to optimize students’ 

abilities at their Level and thus reinforce content-consolidation and also 

cultivate language-awareness and management. 

• Note the organization when you create the groups: Group A (Level 1, 

weaker students); Group B (Level 2, average students); Group C (Level 

3, stronger students) 

• STEP 2 reorganizes students from different levels together, into mixed-

level groups of 5, so to share their learning from Step 1.  A possible 

organization could be 2 students from Level 1 + 2 students from Level 2 

+ 1 students from Level 3.  This allows Level 1 students to support each 

other while working with stronger students. 

 

 

STEP 1 

Task 3.4 

Multi- 

Level 

 

Step 1 
 

Total 
time: 10 
minutes 

 
 

 

 
 

 

STEP 1. Your teacher will now organize you into 

different groups.  Depending on the group you have 

been assigned, use the links below to access the task for 

your group    

 

LINK TO MATERIALS 
for Group A  

(Level 1)  

LINK TO MATERIALS  
for Group B 

(Level 2) 

LINK TO MATERIALS 
for Group C 

(Level 3) 
 

 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fp_1jGD7aLHbORDX1OZ9pHNxwbrA_xqWXAIOuY3p2e8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fp_1jGD7aLHbORDX1OZ9pHNxwbrA_xqWXAIOuY3p2e8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YQm3HffP-Jt-1DFk8sWA7Zbq0LrkDh02eJ8n88AB8GU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YQm3HffP-Jt-1DFk8sWA7Zbq0LrkDh02eJ8n88AB8GU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=142d72K8oA8lSh4m0imihHUs7uAVou9wXvtxDsmdjfiI
https://drive.google.com/open?id=142d72K8oA8lSh4m0imihHUs7uAVou9wXvtxDsmdjfiI
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STEP 2 

 

Reminder for the Teacher:  Step 2 merges students from different levels 

together, into groups of 5, so to share their learning in Step 1.  A possible 

organization could be 2 students from Level 1 + 2 students from Level 2 + 1 

students from Level 3.  This allows Level 1 students to support each other 

while working with stronger students. 

 

NOTE to the TEACHER.  The tasks below refer to IT (Italian) the school 

language for which these tasks were designed.  You should adapt the IT 

phrases to the school language of your school 

 

 

Task 3.4 

 

Step 2 
 

Total 
time: 20 
minutes 

 

 

 
 

 

 

  

In Step 1, each group had a different text.   

• Now your teacher will reorganize 

you into groups of 5 with students 

who had worked with different 

materials in Step 1. 

• In this way, you can  share the text 

you used in Step 1 and also the 

knowledge you gained in Step 1 

with others in your new Group: 

Everyone can learn from everyone. 

 

Step 2A 
First show the others the texts you had worked with in Step 1.  Explain what 

you had to do and the results you had obtained. 

 

Step 2B 
Now read the information in the LANGUAGE BOX which explains why it is 

important for everyone to be more aware of differences between informal 

language and formal academic language. 
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LANG 

UAG LANGUAGE BOX  

• As you know, using informal language does not mean that the 

information is incorrect. However, language which is formal and academic 

is usually more precise.   

• Formal academic language is also preferred because it is a way of 

communicating knowledge that seems more “convincing”.   

• That is why it is important for you to know how to produce academic 

language.   

✓ First, it is a more precise way for you  to think about information 

and it is a more precise way to share your knowledge. 

✓ However, when you are familiar with how formal and academic 

is produced, you are also able to “see it”. This awareness will 

help you be less intimidated by such complex language and give 

you the ability to evaluate whether information you are given is 

real or potentially fake. 

 

 

Step 2C 
What makes formal academic language so formal? Why is informal language 

less “elegant”?  Below are five statements which explain the difference between 

informal and formal academic language in both IT and EN.  Each explanation is 

followed by examples that are taken from the different texts that were used in 

Step 1. Work together to show each other where the example is, if it is the text 

you had used in Step 1. 

 

1. In both IT and EN, informal language “speaks to the reader” and often 

acknowledges the existence of “people doing things”.  For example: 

• se vuoi 

• we use 

• our phones 

 

2. In both IT and EN, when formal academic language mention actions, we 

do not see “the people doing the actions”: e.g. 

• scale is represented as a fractional relationship between two values;  

• for researchers to calculate …if they can only see it in a photograph;  

• se dal disegno vuoi ottenere la misura reale devi… 
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3. In EN, academic English often uses words of Latin origin while informal 

English often uses words of an Anglo-Saxon origin: e.g. 

• work out 

• to calculate exactly how big a new virus is if they can only see it in a 

photograph that they take with a powerful microscope 

• e.g. 

 

Step 2D 
Finally, work together to create EN versions of the two correct IT texts used by 

the students of Group A, during Step 1. 

 
 

NOTE for TEACHERS (3.5): Acquisition of specific language through 

curiosities and concrete calculation of examples. After this task, students will 

be able to  

• identify enlargements and reductions, and interpret the scale factor  

• draw enlargements and reductions to scale. 

 

Students should work in groups, as instructed.  They will need a pen, a ruler 

and Worksheet 1, as shown below.  This Worksheet can be drawn into their 

notebooks. 

 

 

Task 3.5 

 

Total 
time: 

30 
minutes 

 

 

 

 

 

Now form groups of 5. Every group takes a pen 

from the set of pens on the desk.  

Each group will have to calculate two lengths: 

1. the actual length L1 of the pen 

2. the length L2 of the pen in a photo 

taken with a mobile phone 

After calculating the ratio of L2/L1 a student in 

the group should rewrite  the value they 

calculated  in the table of Worksheet 1. 

Groups should now compare their values with 

those of other Groups, completing the table in 

Worksheet 1. 
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In your Groups, discuss the following: 

What does it mean when we say that a “scale 

factor” is…: 

• greater than 1 

• less than 1 

• equal to 1 

 

Worksheet 1 

Group L2/L1 

Group 1 
 

Group 2 
 

Group 3 
 

Group 4 
 

Group 5 
 

 

 

NOTE for TEACHER.  In the tasks below, students will see the relationship of 

n2 between the perimeter of a polygon when scaled up by n and the area 

within that perimeter.  

• Step 0 provides  students the language they will need to do the task 

related to the more complex polygon below.  

• In STEP1, all students “observe and discover”. Give each student a 

piece of squared paper on which the two similar figures have been 

drawn. Students will have to draw on this sheet later. Then, in STEP2, 

organize students into levels: students of Levels 1 and 2 will work in 

their respective levels while those of Level 3 will “supervise”. 
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Choose the correct verb to complete the three statements about the area and 

perimeter of this polygon. 

• Area: The area of this polygon are formed by/is formed by 13 squares. 

• Perimeter: The perimeter of this polygon are formed by/ is formed by 16 

edges of squares.  

 

Step 1. ALL LEVELS  (5 minutes) individual work >> pair-share-compare 
Take a look at Figure 1 and Figure 2 on the paper your teacher has given you. 

 
 

Step 1.1. Work individually to complete the two sentences about Figure 1.   

About Figure. 1  

• Perimeter = number of edges of squares = ___________(20) 

• Area = number of squares = ______________ (13) 

• Think for a minute by yourself: Imagine that Figure 1 is the floor-plan of 

a house which a young couple with one child and a dog would like to 

build on a very large piece of land.  Imagine that right before the 
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construction company starts constructing this house, the couple finds out 

that they are pregnant with triplets!  At this point, they decide they want 

the same floor-plan, but double the size!  

• To do this, they would need to double the length of each side of Figure 

1.  This means that the new figure would have a perimeter that is double 

the length of the perimeter of Figure 1.  What do you think would 

happen to the area of this new shape? Basically, how much more parquet 

would they need for their new house if they double the perimeter of the 

house? 

Now form a pair with another student to check your work and also see what 

they think would happen if you double the perimeter of the polygon in Figure 1. 

 

Step 1.2. Now take a look at  Figure 2 to check your thinking.  To find out if you 

were correct, work together to complete the following two sentences about 

Figure 2.       

 

About Figure 2: 

• Perimeter = number of edges of squares = ___________(40) 

• Area = number of squares = ______________ (52) 

 

Step 2. individual work >> pair-share-compare 

LEVEL 1 (15 MINUTES) 
 

 

NOTE for TEACHER. In exercise 1, students independently formulate an 

explanation in the school language. In exercise 2, students formulate, in English, 

a correct mathematical explanation. Exercise 3 prompts students to then 

translate the English explanation into their school language.  In this way, what 

appears to be a simple language exercise in English helps students consolidate 

mathematical language in their school language. 

Note that all tasks are presented as the answer key.  Therefore, in the case of a 

“reorder task” you will find the correct order.  To make this into a task, you will 

need to shuffle the order.  These “answer keys” are indicated in red. 
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So, how did doubling the sides of Figure 1 change the number of squares inside 

Figure 2? Or in mathematical language, what is the relationship between the 

length of the perimeter and area within the perimeter. 

  

First, imagine explaining what you did with the two figures in Step 1 to your 

younger 13-year-old cousin:  In this box below, explain in your own words, in 

Italian, this relationship between the length of the perimeter and area within the 

perimeter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Now let’s explain it in English. Order the words below into a sentence that 

explains the relationship between the length of the perimeter and the area 

within the perimeter.  Compare this information to what you had written 

above.  

 

Doubling the 
length 

of the 
perimeter 

quadruples the 
area 

circumscribed 
within the 
perimeter 

i.e. the area 
becomes 

four 
times 
larger. 

 

ANSWER KEY: Doubling the length of the perimeter quadruples the 
area circumscribed within the perimeter, i.e. the area becomes four 
times larger. 

3. Look at the correct English sentence in Box 1.  Check your work in Exercise 

2.  Now translate this correct English sentence into Italian. 

 

Box 1.  

Doubling the length of the perimeter quadruples the area circumscribed 

within the perimeter, i.e. the area becomes four times larger. 

In Italian:  
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NOTE for TEACHER: Below is a task in which both English and Italian, the 

school language in our context, are used.  You should substitute Italian with 

your own school language. 

 

 

4. Now let’s say it differently.  Let’s re-write the English and Italian sentences 

with different words.  In Box 2, you will see the English and Italian sentences 

above with words that are underlined.  These underlined words can be 

substituted by the mathematical terminologies in the box.  Use these words in 

the box to complete the two sentences below. 

 

English: Doubling the length of the perimeter quadruples the area 

circumscribed within the perimeter, i.e. the area becomes four times larger. 

Italiano: Raddoppiando la lunghezza del perimetro l’area quadruplica, cioè 

diventa quattro volte più grande. 

 

English:  

• multiplying by two 

• multiplies by two 

• elevated to the power of two  

• multiplying by four 

• elevate to the power of four 

• multiplied by 4 

 Italiano:   

• moltiplicando per due 

• moltiplicare per due 

• elevare al quadrato 

• moltiplicando per quattro  

• elevare alla quarta 

• moltiplicato per 4  
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English: _______________________ the length of the 

perimeter,  __________________________ the area within the perimeter, i.e. the 

area becomes __________________________. 

Italian:  _______________________ per due la lunghezza del perimetro, l’area 

rispetto al perimetro _______________________, cioè viene 

_______________________. 

Key English: Multiplying by two the length of the 
perimeter, quadruples the area within the perimeter, i.e. the area 
becomes multiplied by four. 

Key Italiano: Moltiplicando per due la lunghezza del perimetro, l’area 
rispetto al perimetro quadruplica, cioè viene moltiplicata per 4.  

 

LEVEL 2 (15 MINUTES) PAIR-WORK 

On the same piece of square-paper, redraw Figure 1 twice so that the shape 

stays the same but the length of the perimeter is three times the original length 

and also four times the original length.  Remember, that you are not changing 

the shape of Figure 1.  This means you must keep the proportions of the sides 

the same in your new figures: Make sure that the perimeters are tripled and 

quadrupled in length.  What kind of observation can you make about the size of 

the area (number of squares) when you triple and quadruple the perimeter? 

1. Discuss your observations with  each other and take notes. 

2. Complete the following short text with the appropriate verb or correct 

mathematical terminology and then translate it into Italian. 

 

By ________________ (tripling) the size of the sides, the area becomes 

________________ (9) times larger, while ________________(quadrupling) the 

length of the sides, the area becomes ________________(16 times)  larger. 

3. Now translate what you had written into Italian. 
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Translation into Italian:  

LEVEL 3 (15 MINUTES) 

Observe and supervise the work of the two groups of classmates and take note 

of their observations.  

 

STEP 3. ALL Levels (15 minutes) Groups of 5-6 
 

1. Now your teacher will remix you into groups to work out the mathematical 

rule for what you have just done.  The top sentence in the table below 

summarizes the relationship between the perimeter and the area: “when we 

____ the perimeter, the area within _____”.  Row Complete the information in 

the table below: 

 
 

when we _______ the perimeter... ...the area within ___________ 

1 
double  

(x2)  

“quadruples”  

(x4) 

2 
triple  

(x3) 

“becomes _______ times larger”  

(x___) 

3 
___________  

(x4) 

“becomes _______ times larger”  

(x __) 
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2. So, do you see a relationship between perimeter (p) and area (A) ? To check your 

thinking, transfer the numbers in brackets into this table and complete it: 
 

perimeter (p  n ) How many times does area A increase?  

2 4 

3 9 

4 …. 

5 …. 

6 36 

7 …. 

10 …. 

14 …. 

3. Below are five statements that some students have written  about the 

relationship between perimeter and area. Imagine you are the teacher that must 

evaluate the quality of these statements.  Work together to “be the teacher”: use 

the key A-D to evaluate the quality of each of the five statements 1-5 below: 

A. This statement is correct but does not give a general mathematical rule for use in all 

circumstances. (sentences 1 & 2)  

B. This statement is correct to start with but then becomes imprecise and is therefore 

not useful as a general mathematical rule. (sentence 3) 

C. This statement is incorrect. (sentence 4) 

D. This statement provides a correct general mathematical rule which we can use for 

all circumstances when speaking about different sizes of the same shape (sentence 

5) 

1. When we double the length of the perimeter of the polygon, the area of the polygon 

increases by 22. 

2. When we quadruple the length of the perimeter of the polygon the area of the 

polygon increases 42 times. 

3. When we increase the perimeter of the polygon by n, the area of the polygon 

increases much more. 

4. When we double the size of a polygon, this doubles the length of the perimeter and 

also the area of the polygon. 

5. If the length of the perimeter P of a polygon is increased n times, the area A within 

that perimeter increases n2 times.  
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ALL LEVELS 

After discussing the results, rewrite a text in English about the procedure which 

summarizes the data collected. 

 

 

NOTE for TEACHERS (3.6): In the next task students acquire the language to 

speak about specific properties of “scale factors”.  Note that the task here is an 

Answer Key: to use this task with students, reshuffle the order of the phrases in 

the right-hand column. 

 

 

Task 3.6 

 

Total time : 
30 minutes 

 

 

 

Now let’s “language about scale factors”.   

Below are eight statements you may have given 

about  scale factors when you did the previous Task.  

• First work individually to match the phrases 

to create correct statements.  

• When you are done, check your work with 

someone nearby to see if you created the same 

statements about scale factors-. 

 

15 min 

A scale factor indicates whether an  object is enlarged or reduced. 

If scale ratio is less than 1 the photo reduces the actual size. 

If the scale ratio is larger than 1  the photo enlarges the actual size. 

If the scale ratio is equal to 1  the photo reproduces the real object. 

If the photograph is a reduction of 

the original, the scale ratio  

is less than 1 and the scale is called 

a  reduction scale. 

When the scale ratio is equal to 1, we 

have a “natural scale” which   

is indicated as a 1:1 scale, which means 

that the object has been reproduced in 

its natural dimensions. 

To represent actual objects which 

are very small we  

can use an enlargement scale, in which 

the ratio is always greater than 1. 

In the scale ratio, the denominator  always contains  the actual size. 
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ALL LEVELS 

Below is a short text that relates to an enlargement. 

 

When a shape is enlarged it is made bigger. In an enlargement  the lengths of  sides of an 

object are multiplied by a scale factor (r) to form the image.  Note that the size of all 

angles do not change, so the object and its image are similar. The scale factor can be a 

whole number or a fraction. To find the scale factor,  use the ratio of corresponding sides 

of the object and of the image:  scale factor = image length /original length.  By logical 

deduction, therefore, if you know the scale factor, you can use multiplication to find the 

lengths of corresponding sides. 

LEVEL 1 (time: 15 minutes) 

Rewrite the text into your school language.  Use Wordreference and Google 

Translate to help you create a first draft.  Then work together to make sure it 

reads well in your school language.  Use your school textbook to help you check 

your work. Then work together to conclude the text by adding information 

about the opposite process, reducing or scaling-down. 

LEVEL 2 (time: 15 minutes) 

Underline the three most essential phrases in the text and discuss with each 

other to put them in an order of “conceptual importance” that would help you 

understand how to scale up or scale down.  Then work together to write a 

summary to conclude the text by adding information about the process of 

“scaling-down”. 

LEVEL 3 (time: 15 minutes) 

Now conclude the text by adding a sentence, in English, about the points we 

need to consider when we must do the opposite, “reducing or scaling-down”, 

and make a concise list of the enlargement / reduction properties. 

 

 

NOTE for TEACHERS (3.7): Revisiting specific disciplinary discourse and 

language students have worked with in the previous tasks. 
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Task 

3.7 

 

Total 
time: 15 
minutes 

 

 

Now click on the link under the image to watch a video 

which explains “ratio scales”.  

The video will stop now and again and ask you 

questions.  Write your answers in your notebook.   

ALL LEVELS 
 

 

https://edpuzzle.com/media/5e499fd986f1c940c932beb0 

 

 

NOTE for TEACHERS (3.8): In this Task, students will have a moment to 

“Think About It”.  Students will first answer the problem posed at the end of 

the video in the previous task, using their knowledge and the language of scale 

factors.  Then students will be encouraged to imagine real-world contexts in 

which the ability to use scale ratios is crucial and solve the problem proposed at 

the end of the video. 

 

 

Task 

3.8 

 

Total 
time: 

15 
minutes  

 

 

 

 

  

Think About It…….. 
 

LEVEL 1 (timing: 15 minutes) 
1. Share suggestions on how to solve the problem 

proposed at the end of the video. 

2. Work in groups and try to solve the problem.  

3. When you have found the solution, check with 

another group to see if you have the same value. 

4. Create a mini-poster of the problem on a large sheet 

of paper (A3).  Then post this on the classroom wall. 

 

LEVEL 2 (timing: 15 minutes) 
1. Share suggestions on how to solve the problem 

https://edpuzzle.com/media/5e499fd986f1c940c932beb0
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/resource/2646848/think-about-it-pdf
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/resource/2646848/think-about-it-pdf
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proposed at the end of the video. 

2. Work in groups  and try to solve the problem.  

3. When you have found the solution, check with 

another group to see if you have the same value. 

4. Now discuss where else scale factors would need to 

be used in the real world: consider contexts 

in  architects, maps, model cars, Lego Architecture 

sets, etc…..  

5. In your groups, devise a problem for your classmates 

that would require them to use scale-ratio to solve.  

 

LEVEL 3 (timing: 15 minutes) 
1. Divided into pairs, invent a model-problem that is 

similar to the one presented at the end of the video. 

2. Each couple should be ready to describe their 

problem on an A3 sheet and provide the 

solution.  Then hang the mini-poster on the class wall 

so that others can see and use their model-problems 

to confirm their own understanding of scale ratio.. 

 

 

NOTE for TEACHERS: In this Task, students will apply the notion and 

language of scale ratio to talk about a photographed object.  Note that the first 

answer is the correct one: to use this task with students, reshuffle the choices. 

 

 

Task 

3.9 

 

Total time: 
15 minutes 

 

 

• You are going to learn how the scale factor can 

be used.  

• Complete each sentence in the left column of 

the table, identifying the correct one between 

the two shown on the right column. 

ALL LEVELS 
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1:4 

A scale 1 : 4 means that...  a. The actual size of the spoon is 4 

times greater than the one drawn.  

b. The actual size of the spoon is 4 

times smaller than the one drawn. 

The real length of the spoon is 

obtained... 

a. by multiplying the length in the 

drawing by 4. 

b. by dividing the length in the 

drawing by 4. 

To calculate the length of the spoon I 

use the... 

a. Scale = (diagram 

measurement)/(actual 

measurement) 

b. Scale = (actual measurement)/ 

(diagram measurement) 

By calling y the unknown measure of 

the spoon I can calculate the length of 

the actual spoon using the 

proportion... 

a.  1 : 4 = 3.5 : y    

b.  1 : 4 = y : 3.5  

The length of the real (=actual) spoon 

is: 

a. 14 cm 

b. 0.875 cm  

 

Go to Module  4 

Measurement Means & Error  
 

  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1p8nJMabJnZ0qJXSqo_0W_bZo7ik8QPgskaKYOZuQ87Y/edit?usp=sharing
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MODULE 4: 

MEASUREMENT, MEANS & ERRORS 

 

 

Time: approximately 2 hours 

 

 

NOTE to TEACHERS (4.1):  To establish the most reliable measure students 

have to apply the concepts of average and error in physical measurements. The 

video recalls these concepts and students reflect on them by comparing their 

own ideas with that of other students. After every sentence and movement, the 

teacher asks someone to share their choice. After that, students could change 

sides and move on the alternative side.  Here, students of  various levels work 

together. 

 

 

Task 

4.1. 

 

Total 
time: 20 
minutes 

 

Watch the first 2 minutes of the video all together  

https://youtu.be/riMzriytw40  
 

Then do a “MOVING DEBATE”: 

Stand in the  centre of the classroom and respond to the 

sentences on the LIM moving on the right,  to the left or 

remain  in the centre according to  the scheme: 

 

Move on the left 

if you 

Remain in the 

centre if you … 

Move on the 

right if you 

COMPLETELY 

agree 

… cannot decide 

and need more 

information 

COMPLETELY 

disagree 

 

 

  

https://youtu.be/riMzriytw40
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SENTENCES: 
 

In Module 3, you noticed that even if all the groups used the same floor plan, 

they did not all get the same value of the area of their own classroom.   

1. In fact, all measures are affected by Absolute Error ... (which is not a 

mistake !! it’s an uncertainty) 

 

2. Measurement Error (also called Observational Error) is the difference 

between a measured quantity and its true value. 

 

3. There is one type of error: random error (FALSE: There is also 
“systematic error”). 

 

4. Random error is naturally occurring errors that are to be expected with any 

experiment. 

 

5. Systematic error is caused by a mis-calibrated instrument that affects all 

measurements. 

 

6. The mean is widely preferred as the best measure because it is the 

biggest.  (FALSE) 

 

7. The mean is widely preferred as the best measure of central tendency 

because it is the measure that includes all the values in the data set for its 

calculation, and any change in any of the scores will affect the value of the 

mean. 

 

8. You obtain the mean by summing up the different values times number of 

values you have in your set of data (FALSE) 

 

9. You can calculate Absolute error (uncertainty) using the following formula:                            

E= (ValueMAX – ValueMIN) divided by two 

 

10. So the most reliable measure is M ± E meaning that the most reliable 

measure is between M-E   and   M+E 
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Note for teachers (4.2): With the following tasks students apply what they 

have learned in the previous tasks, obtaining the real measures of the floor-

plan for their learning spaces, review the calculation of the area, find that all 

the measures are affected by error and measure how much this error is 

worth.  

• Students are divided into groups and choose a name for their group.  

• Each group should receive a floor-plan of the area that will be 

transformed into the new Learning Space on a large sheet of paper. The 

floor-plan of the New Learning Space should appear next to the floor-

plan of their classroom from Task 3.2., to the same scale.  For example, 

in the image below, this area is coloured in peach and is outside the 

nine classrooms, one of which is the classroom of Task 3.2. 

• Here, students will need pencils and some drawing brackets. 

 
 

 

Task 

4.2 

Total 
time: 50 
minutes 

 

The most reliable measure 
Mixed-LEVELS Group-work 
Below is the floor-plan in which the Common Area has 

been shaded in peach.  This area will become part of the 

“Innovative Learning Space” you are creating through 

this Project “The School I Would Like to Have”.  To start 

with, you will need to calculate the area of this space.  In 

your groups, work through the following tasks. 

1. Use a pencil to demarcate the area in peach into different Euclidean figures. 

So, the peach area should be divided into triangles, rectangles, etc.  Label 

each figure with a number so that you have (Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3, etc. 

 

 

Scale ratio 1:__________ 
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2. Using a ruler, measure the dimensions of every figure on the paper.  

3. Knowing the size of your classroom from Task 3.2., decide what the scale 

ratio is.  Write this information below the image of the floor-plan. 

4. Respecting the scale ratio specified on the floor-plan, calculate the real value 

of the dimensions of every Euclidean figure. 

 

Figures 

What is the 

Euclidean shape of 

each Figure? 

Sides of the 

figure 

(cm) 

Real measurement (m) 

(Remember to  divide every 

sid  by the scale ratio) 

Figure 

1 
 

a= 

b= 

c= 

d= 

A= 

B= 

C= 

D= 

Figure 

2 
  

  

Figure 

3 
  

  

….    

….    

 

5. Using the measured areas of your geometric figures (Figure 1, Figure 2...) 

calculate the area of each figure and complete the following table with these 

calculated values: 

 

Are     Figure 1 

(cm) 

Area Figure 2 

(cm) 

Area Figure 3 

(cm) 

… ... Total Area of all 

figures 

 

6. Add all the area-values of all the figures to obtain the “Total Area of all 

figures” in the last column: this is the peach area on the floor-plan of the 

New Learning Space. 

 

7. Every group should now write their result in this table on the LIM:  
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GROUP Name Value of "total area" of the Peach Area 
  

  

  

 

8. Now add all the values of the “Total Area” and divide by the number of 

groups to obtain the “class mean” or “class average”. 

9. Call this class average “M”. 

 

 

M=mean= 
 

 

 

10. However, to have a most reliable value, we should also calculate a value 

called the “error” (uncertainty), which we call E and which, as you know, is 

calculated as below: 

 

11. Finally therefore, a more reliable and precise measure is represented by “the 

mean plus or minus the error”.  Complete the following information for the 

measurements obtained by your class: 

 

 

M ± E= __________________ 

 

that is, the real measure is between M-E =  and      M+E= 

 

 

 

NOTE for TEACHERS (4.3): With the following tasks students apply what they 

have learned in the previous tasks, and obtain feedback on their work regarding 

the actual measures of their learning spaces. 

 

 

Task  

4.3 

 

 

 

Reflecting on “the most reliable measure” 

 

After a small amount of individual work, unlike in 
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Total time: 
50 

minutes 

previous tasks, the various levels work in succession, 

Starting with students of Level 1. 

 

All LEVELS: (timing: 10 minutes) 

• On a post-it write sentences (one sentence for every 

post it ) on what you have learned and stick the post-

it  on a large wall in your classroom. 

 

LEVEL 1 (timing: 10 minutes) 

• Members of this group reads all the post-its and 

removes  any duplicates. 

 

LEVEL 2 (timing: 10 minutes) 

• Members of this group order the post-its into a 

coherent order. 

 

LEVEL 3 (timing: 10 minutes + presentation ) 

• Members of this group connect all the information on 

the post-its and organize these into a coherent 

summary of what has been done and learnt. A 

member of this group will then present the final 

summary to the class.)  

 

 
 

Go to Module 5 

Colours in our learning spaces 

  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ENpi-vLTE4rC0QJ6fV4J54q1OzewzPlWE740F8hDI3M/edit?usp=sharing
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MODULE 5. COLOURS IN OUR 

LEARNING SPACES 
 

(Click here to access the Organization Frame for this Module  
for approximate  

time requirements and notes for teachers) 
 

 

 

Warming up 5.0.1. Now look at the following screenshot taken from a website1 

of a “furniture distributor”.  How does each space make you feel? What do you 

think each space might be used for?  Table 1 contains some language which can 

help you share your ideas. Work together in pairs to consider how such learning 

spaces make you “feel” and what function(s) you believe might be the best use 

of each learning space. 

 

 

Five learning spaces: 

 
image from https://www.zioxi.com/colour-learning-space-influence-learning/ 

 

 

 

 
1  https://zioxi.co.uk/colour-learning-space-influence-learning/ 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ENpi-vLTE4rC0QJ6fV4J54q1OzewzPlWE740F8hDI3M/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.zioxi.com/colour-learning-space-influence-learning/
https://zioxi.co.uk/colour-learning-space-influence-learning/
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Table 1. 

Describing  

the learning space 

How it makes  

you “feel” 

Potential  

function(s) 

This photo… 

This learning space… 

 

Furniture:  

stools – blocks 

without backs – 

benches with backs - 

chairs – tables/desks – 

booths 

bookshelf / 

bookshelves 

modular – mobile – 

fixed 

 

Room, space, walls:  

wide, small, carpeted, 

not carpeted, 

drawings, artwork, 

colourful (chartreuse, 

orange, turquoise, 

light blue, fuchsia, 

purple, mulberry, 

cream, white, beige, 

etc.) 

This space is… 

Calming, soothing, 

relaxing 

Stimulating, 

agitating, annoying 

 

I feel… 

Calmed-down, 

soothed, relaxed  

Stimulated, agitated, 

annoyed 
 

Stimulates/promotes…  

Reflection, quiet-

conversation, deep-

thinking, individual 

work, pair-work. 

 

Action, interaction, 

liveliness, discussion, 

debate, group-work, 

class-work 

 

 

Warming up 5.0.2. By only looking at this image, is it possible to tell if the 

distributor is based in the USA or not?   

• If you do not know CLICK here to find out how you can tell… 

• If you know, tell your partner and then CLICK here to find out more 

differences between UK and US spelling. 

 

 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VFoztkTAGhN5g-NCEfRPRstSR2NHiTRTLQjrGv7JsWM/edit#bookmark=id.1fob9te
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VFoztkTAGhN5g-NCEfRPRstSR2NHiTRTLQjrGv7JsWM/edit#bookmark=id.1fob9te
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TASKS 
 

 

TASK 1. Colours, Mood and Learning: what does the research tell us? 
5.1.1. Thinking about colours…Do you give much thought to the colours 

around us?  

Discuss the following four questions in your group. 

1. Apart from artists and painters who do you think studies colour? 

2. What do you think “colour psychology” studies? 

3. How do you think colour can have an effect on you as students? 

4. How could the aspect of “colour” play an important role in school 

classrooms?  

 

5.1.2.  What does the research tell us? 

Below are two texts, 1A and 1B, which summarize the research on how colours 

affect learning.  In both cases the second paragraph is missing some 

words.  Read the instructions to see how you can complete these paragraphs. 

 

Text 1A.  In the second paragraph some -ing forms of verbs are 

missing.  Remember that these are called “present participles” and can be used 

as verbs or as adjectives.  The present participles that are missing are given in Box 

1.  Notice that there is a clue in each space that tells you if you need a present 

participle-verb (VB) or a present participle-adjective (ADJ) in the space. 

 

For years scientists have studied the physical and mental effects of colour. In 

particular, a field of study called “colour psychology” analyses the relationship 

between emotions, moods and colour and, therefore, how colour influences the 

way people work and study. 

 

It has been demonstrated that in schools, colours can make the context more 

lively, ____________ (VB) students’ concentration, ____________(VB) learning 

results and even ____________ (VB) aggression and vandalism.  Not 

surprisingly, too many colours or highly ____________ (ADJ) colours can be 

____________ (ADJ) for not only our eyes, but also our mind. That is why it is 

important to choose colours carefully when ____________ (VB) classrooms and 

__________ (ADJ) spaces.   

Box 1.  
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Present participle as verb 

decorating  - improving – increasing 

- reducing 

Present participle as adjective 

contrasting – disturbing - learning  

 
 

 

KEY: It has been demonstrated that in schools, colours can make the 
context more lively, increasing students’ concentration, improving 
learning results and even reducing aggression and vandalism.  Not 
surprisingly, too many colours or highly contrasting colours can be 
disturbing for not only our eyes, but also our mind. That is why it is 
important to choose colours carefully when decorating classrooms 
and learning spaces.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

Using a string of three phrases, with each phrase 
started by a present participle, the author links 

together many ideas into a single sentence, 
creating a text which communicates complex 

ideas in a very elegant and academic way. 

Using a string of three phrases, with each phrase 
started by a present participle, the author 

concentrates more information into a single 
sentence in a very elegant and academic way. 

Extra Thinking-Task: EFFECTIVE LANGUAGE  

The first sentence in Task 1A uses a string of three 
phrases, each of which starts with present 

participles, ”increasing, improving, reducing”.  This is 
a very effective way to write. Which of the following 

statements do you prefer to explain why authors 
use this writing strategy: 
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Text 1B. The second paragraph is missing some “cognitive linking words” 

which the writer has used to strategically guide the reader to think in certain 

ways as they read the text. These “cognitive linking words” are given in Box 

2: use these to complete the second paragraph of this text. 

 

Interior designers use colours to create “atmosphere” in a room, depending 

on the function of that room. In schools, the problem of colour generally 

concerns walls and furniture. Interior designer, Elizabeth Stout says that light 

and neutral colours such as white or beige are generally chosen for walls, but 

not for furniture because such colours get dirty too easily. Furniture has to be 

functional and resistant and their colour is usually not taken into 

consideration.  

 

____________, furniture can add colour to classrooms which have 

monotonous neutral-coloured walls. ____________, different coloured 

furniture can be used to identify different learning zones.  ____________, a 

neutral-coloured table in the “reading & relaxation” area may be surrounded 

by blue chairs, while the neutral-coloured table in the “discuss & debate” area 

may be surrounded by red chairs. ____________, the walls may be neutral, but 

colourful desks, tables and chairs can be used to change the atmosphere of a 

classroom.  ____________, walls can also be painted with more vibrant colours 

– but which colour? That is the question!  So to help you decide how to colour 

the Telesio Learning Space, the next task will address the potential effects of 

different colours on learning and moods.   

Box 2.  

Finally – For example – However – In addition – Therefore 

 

However, furniture can add colour to classrooms that have monotonous 

neutral-coloured walls. In addition, different coloured furniture can be used to 

identify different learning zones.  For example, a neutral-coloured table in the 

“reading & relaxation” area may be surrounded by blue chairs, while the 

neutral-coloured table in the “discuss & debate” area may be surrounded by red 

chairs. Therefore, the walls may be neutral, but colourful desks, tables and 

chairs can be used to change the atmosphere of a classroom.  Finally, walls can 

also be painted with more vibrant colours – but which colour? That is the 

question.  So to help you decide how to colour the Learning Space at your 
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school, the next task will address the potential effects of different colours on 

learning and moods.   

TASK 2. Is red RED? That is the question!  Not all colours are created 
equal! 
5.2.1. Reviewing Colour Concepts in English. Go to the online learning app to 

review, in EN, art concepts which you have already learnt in IT. 

 

https://learningapps.org/display?v=pb6mu6gr516 
 

 
 

5.2.2. Cloze with colour concepts.  Below is a text about how to choose colours 

for learning environments.  Complete the text using terms from the previous 

task.  Note that one word can be used twice and there are two extra words you 

do not need. 

 

primary          secondary           shades 
(x2)            complementary       warm             cool 

tone          saturated            tint            neutral         contrast 

 

It is important to choose colours carefully in learning environments. Generally, 

in schools _______ colours are used for walls and this might be monotonous. 

However, colours with high degrees of ____________ would be disturbing for 

the eyes.  

 

Red is one of the three __________ colours and is a powerful colour. It is very 

stimulating, attracts attention and increases brain activity. Green is the 

https://learningapps.org/display?v=pb6mu6gr519
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_______________colour of red.  Bright red can be combined with darker 

________of green to create a balance of calm and energizing effects. 

  

When no other colours are added to a primary colour, the primary colour is 

intense.  When primary colours are so pure, they are said to be ______________. 

These intense colours may strain the eyes so it is better not to use too many of 

them together and they should not be used to cover large spaces.   

 

Orange is a ____________ colour, formed through the combination of yellow 

and red.  It is a positive colour which generates a sense of happiness, and it is 

considered a ________ colour stimulating attention and promoting 

organisation.  

  

Warm colours are considered “advancing colours”, giving the idea of intimacy 

and closeness. Instead_______  colours appear to be further away, so they create 

the impression of wider spaces.  

 

Purple is another secondary colour. It is ideal to use various _________ of purple 

with soft seating in “breakout spaces” where students might want to work alone 

or interact, but through relaxed and quiet conversation. 

 

TASK 3. Different colours, different effects 
 

NOTE to TEACHER: For this Task-set, you will need colour-cards with colours 

that approximate those in Table 1 and provide students access to the texts 

indicated as “hand-out”.  Such hand-outs could be photocopies or online 

modules.   

 

Note too that you will be organizing students into groups of different sizes, 

depending on the task: group size has been highlighted in bold to help you. 

 

 

5.3.1. Your teacher will organize you into groups of 6 (G6) and give your group 

a set of six coloured cards.  Have each member of your group pick a colour-card 

and give a 30-second personal evaluation of this colour.  You should say, in 30 

seconds: 

a. if you like this colour 

b. what objects you associate with this colour 
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c. what feelings do you associate with this colour 

d. how would you use this colour in your school (refer to task 5.0.1 for ideas) 

 

 

5.3.2. Relaxed or relaxing? Confusing or confused? 

In English, the –ing and –ed form of verbs can be used as adjectives.  To remind 

yourself of when you should use one or the other, go to the following online 

task and complete it by yourself.  

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1T0PQ0k0KWxWOyk3Osv2PMuotUDYOTSXhHmndRMXHgu4/edi
t?usp=sharing 

 

 
 

5.3.3.  Different colours, different effects.  

 

How to proceed: 

1. Now your teacher will re-organize you into Groups of 4 (G4).  Each G4 

will receive 2 “colour cards” and 2 “general consideration 

cards”.  TEACHER: See “Hand-out for Students” below. 

2. All cards are missing information which must first be completed through 

a “language task”.  

3. Decide which pair of the Group of 4 will work to complete information 

on the colour-cards and which pair will work to complete the 

information text on the consideration-cards. 

4. After you have completed the information text on your cards by 

completing the language tasks, use the information you have to complete 

your Tables 1 and 2. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1T0PQ0k0KWxWOyk3Osv2PMuotUDYOTSXhHmndRMXHgu4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1T0PQ0k0KWxWOyk3Osv2PMuotUDYOTSXhHmndRMXHgu4/edit?usp=sharing
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5. Then ask the other pair of your Group of 4 questions so you can complete 

your Tables 1 and 2. 

6. When you have exhausted the knowledge within your Group of 4, go 

around the classroom and find others who can give you all the 

information you need to complete your two Tables. 

 
TABLE 1. (Hand-out to students or students make their own “Table 1”) 
 

Colour 
Characteristics 

Primary/secondary 

Shades 
mentioned- 

adjectives used 

Positive 
Effects 

Negative 
Effects 

Where in 
school 

 

 
 

     

 

 

 
 

     

 

  

   

     

 

  

     

 

  

     

 

 
 

     

 

 
TABLE 2. CONSIDERATIONS TABLE 
  

BLUE RED YELLOW GREEN ORANGE PINK PURPLE 

Bright over-
stimulating colour 

       

Warm colour 
which can make 
spaces more 
intimate 

       

Cool colour that 
can expand space 

       

Tranquillizing, 
relaxing colour 
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A saturated colour 
which tires the 
eye 

       

Colour related to 
energy and 
athletic 
performance 

       

Colour which 
increases 
aggressiveness 

       

 

Hand-out for Students. 

Instructions for Colour Cards 1-6 and General Consideration Cards 1-4: 

Transform the given ROOT WORD into a form that would complete the gap 

correctly  

 

Colour Card 1. Blue Colour experts recommend using blue colours for high 

levels  of thought, ____________COMMUNICATE and productivity. It is a 

relaxing colour, although this depends on the shade. A lighter blue, for example, 

is friendlier than a sombre dark blue. It is best used in quiet areas to help 

students feel relaxed.  Indeed, blue light has been used in the 

____________TREAT of a variety of ___________PSYCHOLOGY problems, 

including addictions, eating disorders and _________DEPRESS.  In schools blue 

would be suitable for a library and is a good colour for creating a reading area 

within a classroom. 

 

 

 

Colour Card 2. Yellow is a primary colour and is a very ________STIMULATE 

colour.  It is therefore best to use yellow in small doses since too much yellow 

can generate feelings of anxiety. Yellow is well-known for promoting 

__________CREATE and maintaining attention, especially in younger children. 

A darker hue of yellow can generate a sense of ______________WARM, whereas 

the lighter shades of yellow create feelings of ___________HAPPY Like red, 

yellow is better used on furniture and in areas where creativity is encouraged.  

  

Colour Card 3. Red is a primary colour and is a ………………..POWER colour. 

It is very ………………STIMULATE, attracts attention and increases brain 

activity. However, in 1958, …………………… PSYCHOLOGY R.M Gerard 

found that red was disturbing, especially for anxious individuals.  Since red can 

be too stimulating, the best way to incorporate red into a space is through 
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furniture, such as chairs in a classroom. Green is the complementary colour of 

red.  Bright red can be combined with darker hues of green to create a balance 

between calm and ………………ENERGIZE effects. 

  

Colour Card 4. Green is a secondary colour, formed by combining blue and 

yellow.  Green is an _________EXCEL colour for improving 

__________CONCENTRATE and promoting restfulness and calm because it is a 

low wavelength colour. It is also a good colour to use in classrooms, because the 

yellow in green encourages ______________CREATE whilst the blue in green is 

calming. Green is _________IDEA for study areas, such as libraries. Lighter 

green tends to be more stimulating than a darker hue. 

  

Colour Card 5. Orange is a secondary colour, formed through the 

_____________ COMBINE  of yellow and red.  Orange is a positive colour and 

generates a sense of happiness. In feng-shui, the Chinese study of how space 

affects our energy, orange is considered a “yang” colour, which is warm, 

stimulating focus and promoting ____________ORGANIZE. For boosting 

energy and _____________STIMULATE, use bright and bold shades of orange 

and use more mellow and less vibrant shades of orange to create a more 

________RELAX atmosphere. In a classroom, orange, like red, is best used in 

small doses, through the furniture or for the background of displays of student’s 

work. 

  

 

 

Colour Card 6. Purple is a secondary colour, formed by combining red and 

blue. Purple is ideal for areas destined for _________REFLECT and 

_____________MEDITATE. With connotations of sophistication and luxury, 

purple is a warm and relaxing colour, so it is ideal to use _________VARY 

shades of purple with soft seating in breakout spaces in which students might 

want to work alone or interact, but through relaxed and quiet 

__________CONVERSE. 

  

General Consideration 1.  General rules: Positive learning environments 

should not over-stimulate learners. Overstimulation can be caused by large 

amounts of bright colours, especially reds and oranges, while colours such as 

green and blue elicit __________CALM, __________RELAX, _________HAPPY 

and comfort.  Warm colours can be used to reduce the size of large spaces, 
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making them more intimate while cool colours __________VISUAL enlarge 

space, making it less confining. 

 

General Consideration 2. Research on coloured lights has found that red light 

increases physical __________STRONG by 13.5% and is used to increase athletic 

__________PERFORM for athletes who need short, quick bursts of energy. Blue 

light assists those athletes who need more steady energy output for longer 

periods of time. Bright yellow is the most eye-sensitive colour, and it encourages 

_________HOSTILE and ____________AGGRESSIVE, suggesting that the use of 

yellow sodium street lighting may not be appropriate for exterior lighting. 

 

General Consideration 3. Primary colours are said to be “saturated” since they 

do not have any other colours __________MIX in. Looking at different saturated 

colours causes visual fatigue because each saturated colour has a different 

wavelength.  Therefore, when we look from one saturated colour to another, to 

focus the wavelength of that colour onto the retina of our eyes, our eye muscles 

must make significant changes to the shape of the lens in our eye, 

__________CAUSE visual fatigue.  So, saturated colours should not be used to 

cover large areas but be used sparingly or for areas that require particular 

attention.  For example, saturated yellow is a __________PARTICULAR difficult 

colour since the eye is the most _________ SENSE to this colour over all others. 

 

 

 

 

General Consideration 4. Research on prison behaviour showed that there 

were more cases of ________VIOLENT in wings of the prison which were 

painted red and yellow than in wings _________PAINT blue and green.  Pink 

also has been found to have a _____________TRANQUILIZE and calming effect, 

suppressing prisoner _________HOSTILE and aggressiveness by reducing 

energy levels.  

 

TASK 4. Colours and culture 
Now your teacher will reshuffle you into new Groups of 4 for the final Phase of 

this Activity Set. The objective here is to become colour-aware and culture-

sensitive.  
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5.4.1. About “Colour and Culture”. You will now read through some 

information regarding “Colour and Culture”.  Make a note of three points 

which surprise you and share it with others of your new group. 

  

The way a person perceives colour depends also upon his/her cultural 

background. In fact, in different countries colours have different meanings and 

are associated with different feelings. Therefore, 

there will be confusion and false perceptions if colour is used in a way that is 

contrary to learner expectations and environmental requirements.  

 

For example, red can initiate feelings of danger (U.S.), aristocracy (France), 

death (Egypt), creativity (India), anger (Japan), or happiness (China). Blue can 

mean masculinity (U.S.), peace (France), faith (Egypt), and villainy (Japan). 

Green can mean safety (U.S.), criminality (France), fertility (Egypt), prosperity 

(India), and youth (Japan). Yellow can mean cowardice (U.S.), temporary 

(France), happiness (Egypt), success (India), and nobility (Japan). White can 

mean purity (U.S.), neutrality (France), joy (Egypt), and death (India and Japan). 
 
 

5.4.2. Creating a visual summary of “Colour and Culture”.  Now work together 

to insert the information from the text about “Colour and Culture” into a table. 

Decide together on: 

1. how many columns and rows you need 

2. the headings of rows and columns  

3. the information which goes in the corresponding boxes 

4. What about Italy? What do colours represent in your culture? Draw on 

your personal experience or research: add this information to your table. 

  

5.4.3. Sharing “liking” and constructing 

Now post your group’s “Colour and Culture Table” around the classroom.  Add 

hearts to the tables you “like” and speak to the authors of the tables to give 

them constructive suggestions for improving how they had organized their 

table.  After this round of “sharing, liking and constructing”, each group should 

use the constructive suggestions they received to improve their Table. 

 

TASK 5. Writing to inform and persuade 
5.5.1. Agreeing on three… 
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Now you have a lot of information about colours, how they affect our feelings, 

our ability to learn and how to use them for different purposes in school.  Your 

Group-of-4 must decide on three colours to use in the new Learning 

Space of your school. This is how you could organize this decision process so 

that everyone in your Group-of-4 has the opportunity to express their ideas: 

• Get four pieces of paper ready.  Each person should complete the 

following text on their piece of paper: I would like to see the colour 

______________ used because it has the following two effects on mood 

and learning:___________________.  The ideal context to use 

______________ would probably be _____________________ 

• Then pass this paper to the person on your right.  If this person agrees, 

they should add one more reason to use this colour and one “learning 

space” where this colour would be very useful.  If this person does not 

agree, they should add one reason why they do not favour this colour. 

Continue passing these pages to the right until it returns to the original 

author. 

• At this point you can take turns making suggestions verbally to your 

group; agree or disagree; if you turn down others’ suggestions, explain 

why and provide an alternative.  

• At the end, you must all agree on the three colours and also agree on how 

to justify your joint decision.  

• Look at the previous tasks for any language you might need. 

 

5.5.2. Producing a “Colour Report and Petition” 

Now work together to produce three versions of a “Colour Report” which will 

inform others about how colours might affect mood, attention and thus 

learning. Consider three types of readers:  

a) your school director 

b) all the students of your school and  

c) students from another EU country you correspond with who have asked 

for suggestions on how to renovate their learning spaces.  

 

This means that you need to shape the same report/information into three 

versions: see below 

• one which is a report in formal IT for your director;  

• one which is an informative one-page “virtual” or “non-virtual” leaflet in 

informal IT for other students in your school and;  

• an informal EN email report for students in another EU school 
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The report/text you produce should have the following four parts to summarize 

most of the information you have learnt in this Activity Set: 

1. Introduction to “Colours and Learning”: An introduction should state  

i. Why you are writing the report/leaflet/email: maybe you 

can refer to an email you had received; or maybe you want 

to use the leaflet call the attention of other students to the 

issue of “colours and learning”. 

ii. Introduce your report/email/leaflet appropriately and 

remember that you should always choose a type of 

language that is most suitable for the person(s) you are 

writing for . 

iii. Also consider headings for the paragraphs of your report 

and leaflet.  

2. Develop your argument and show your expertise by using “the 

language of colour” (Phase 2) to explain how different colours 

influence concentration and learning (Phase 3): Write about 8 

informative sentences on this. 

3. Indicate you are aware of cultural differences regarding colours (Phase 

4): Write a sentence or two about this. 

4. Finally, suggest which three colours should be taken into 

consideration, and justify your suggestions (Phase 5). Write about 5 

sentences about this and conclude. 

 

Some of us are better at writing informally for our peers and others are better at 

writing formally for School Directors, and some of us are better writing in IT 

while others can write well in EN. Therefore, we suggest that, in your group of 

4, you proceed through a “Chain Writing” activity to produce the three types of 

texts. 

 

• Step 1.  The Group: Work together to plan the message of each of the 

four sections. 

• Step 2. The IT Drafter: Decide which of you will start drafting the 

“informal IT” versions of the information that could be presented to the 

students of your school in a leaflet. 

- As each section is completed, pass it on to the “translators”. 

• Step 3. The Translators:  

- Translator 1 will transform informal IT into informal EN that would be 

suitable for an email to students in another EU country.   
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- Translator 2 will transform informal IT into a formal IT for your School 

Director 

- As you complete each Section, pass it on to the Editor. 

 

• Step 4. The Editor: This member of the group will check that all three 

versions are texts are appropriate for their respective readers: Informal IT 

version for the students; formal IT version for the School Director; and 

the informal EN version for students of other countries.  

 

• Step 5. Publishing your Reports: Now make sure that the texts you have 

produced read well. Then decide on a cover for these texts and insert 

your names on each version.  You may add images. When they are ready 

to be published, convert these into PDFs and upload them to your virtual 

classroom or school website.   

 

Go to Module 6. 

Creating a Sales-Pitch 
 

 

Differences between US and UK spelling (linked from Task : 

 

US spelling UK spelling 
Grey 

Neighbor 

Neighborhood 

Labor 

Behavior 

Glamor 

Honor 

Favor 

Flavor 

Synthesize 

Formalize 

Appetizer 

Gray 

Neighbour 

Neighbourhood 

Labour 

Behaviour 

Glamour 

Honour 

Favour 

Flavour 

Synthesise 

Formalise 

Appetiser 

Here is a link to a rather comprehensive list:  

http://www.tysto.com/uk-us-spelling-list.html 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/12CtKa8rVhznm2czcZAkHZWkNhrBlnyesq6MO7Y_8fXk/edit?usp=sharing
http://www.tysto.com/uk-us-spelling-list.html
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Now return to the Warming-Up Task of this Activity Set. 

  

Other resources: 

https://smithsystem.com/resource-library/article-library/colour-world/ 
https://www.scrantonproducts.com/colour-psychology-classroom-colours-conducive-to-learning/ 
  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VFoztkTAGhN5g-NCEfRPRstSR2NHiTRTLQjrGv7JsWM/edit#bookmark=id.3znysh7
https://smithsystem.com/resource-library/article-library/color-world/
https://www.scrantonproducts.com/color-psychology-classroom-colors-conducive-to-learning/
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MODULE 6. CREATING  

A SALES PITCH 
 

 

 

NOTES for TEACHERS:  This Module regards Assessment 

Note that before starting this Module, students should have had ample time to 

appreciate others’  work from Module 2. In this way, they know what “data” 

(photos, texts, videos, etc.) are available to them for use in their sales pitches.  

 

 

Definition & Description of “Hackathons” 

The premise for this Module is Challenge Based Learning (CBL) in which the 

goal is to give students an opportunity to live an open co-design experience that 

encourages the acquisition of tools, contents and methods which are useful for 

the conception, design and implementation of a final product. 

 

In particular, here, we suggest the use of one example of CBL, the 

“Hackathon”.  The word Hackathon is the union of HACKING + 

MARATHON.  During a Hackathon, a group of individuals collaborate for a 

very long stretch of time to “design a solution” to a given “problem”.  In the 

workplace, a Hackathon would  thus involve workers in a “design marathon” 

lasting at least 12 hours, during which they must imagine, build and experiment 

with new solutions for challenges/problems facing their “company”, usually 

supported by digital media.  A Hackathon thus allows for the emergence of 

individual personalities, vocations, skills, talents, experiences, passions, and 

motivations, which, when merged together through a Hackathon Event, make it 

possible to design wide-angle solutions to the problem at hand. 

  

A “learning-Hackathon” would thus involve students in collaborative-problem-

solving scenarios which make room for each student’s thinking, interests and 

creativity.   

 

In this ADiBE Project “The School of My Dreams”, the “company with the 

problem” is their school and the “problem” is “learning spaces”.  In preceding 

Modules, students were introduced to the notion of “innovative learning 

spaces” and had consolidated previously learnt concepts from physics, maths 
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and art into the transdisciplinary context of “learning spaces within our 

school”.  Through this ADiBE Hackathon, students will have the opportunity to 

collaboratively organize their knowledge in documentation and “sales-pitches” 

designed to convince school stakeholders of the need for innovative learning 

spaces.  Through this ADiBE-Hackathon, individual intelligences become 

collective and ideas can be transformed into realistic and realizable projects. 

 

Suggestions regarding the Logistics & Equipment 

The Hackathon should involve two spaces: 

- a room (physical or digital) which hosts work-sessions in plenary mode 

with a stage for the moderator but no tables or fixed seating   

- one or more rooms (physical or digital) in which groups can work in a 

“round table” format.  In the case where only a single physical space is 

available, the process should be organized so to accommodate both sessions. 

- audio-visual system connected to a computer in the plenary room and at 

least two microphones; 

- mobile whiteboard; 

- electrical outlets and extension cords available for each table; 

- excellent network connection in all work-spaces. 

 

Evaluation of the Final Product 

The final product at the conclusion of the Hackathon will be evaluated with the 

following criteria: 

How sustainable is the design idea from the point of view of both time and 

space, especially with respect to economic and organizational aspects. 

• The logical consistency (adherence) of the project idea with the content of 

the challenge assigned to the team. It is therefore appropriate to check 

whether the project responds to expressed priorities and needs. 

• The level of innovation (and ambition) of the design idea with reference 

to the creation of new or re-considered contents / tools / methods which 

are capable of solving problems or seizing opportunities. 

• The ability of the presented idea to generate positive externalities for 

society, enhancing the common good of the school community. 

• It is therefore appropriate to ask how the proposal proves socially and / 

or culturally useful for the common good, allowing the school 

community to benefit from it. 

• The quality and completeness of the final presentation with reference to 

stage presence (management of emotions and efficacy of one's own 
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expressive means), creativity (structuring and communicating the project 

and experience in a new and original way), clarity (ability to synthesize, 

to effectively argue ideas and organize speech), charisma (public 

involvement). 

• Teamwork and cohesion, as seen through the group's ability to transform 

individual intelligences into collective intelligence, highlighting and 

enhancing the heterogeneous skills of all the members, plus passion and 

dedication shown by each and the collective, to the project. 

 

 
  

The Tasks 

• In Task 6.1. students will be divided into WorkGroups to design and 

create a “sales pitch” to convince others of the importance of considering 

“Innovative Learning Spaces” in schools.   

• In Task 6.2. each WorkGroup will have 6 minutes to present their “sales 

pitch” in which they propose new learning spaces for their school. 

 

Depending on your students and class dynamics, you can either organize the 

students into WorkGroups that you feel might work well. Or let them organize 

themselves into WorkGroups which must, however, be able to work efficiently 

and effectively. 
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• By this point, students have produced a good amount of output, mainly 

in the form of writings in different registers. Throughout, and 

particularly in Module 2, students had taken photos, made drawings, 

made calculations, etc.,   

• This final Module gives students the opportunity to work autonomously 

and creatively, by merging together the disciplinary concepts that had 

been reviewed with new information gained through these CLIL-

Modules, so as to “create communication” for sharing this knowledge 

effectively.   

 

Ideally, different groups should work to produce information for different 

audiences: 

• peers in their school, in L1 

• peers in their school in L1 and EN 

• students in schools around the world - using EN 

• local school authorities who might consider their proposals - L1  

• school authorities around the world (to help peers around the world) - L1 

and EN  

 

Ideally, students should FIRST draft their communications in writing, so as to 

make their language choices visible.   

 

They should then be encouraged to adopt, as a group, a modality of 

communication that optimizes the individual interests, abilities and preferences 

of every member of their group.  Examples of different modalities are:  

• posters, or fliers or  brochures 

• videos 

• presentations using apps: PowerPoint, Prezi, etc. (see possibilities A) 

• using a story-telling app: MakeBelifsComix, Storybird, etc.  (see 

possibilities B)  

• songs and music of any genre 

• a performance of any genre: theatrical drama, play, musical, etc.  

• etc. 

 

  

https://visme.co/blog/presentation-apps/
https://elearningindustry.com/18-free-digital-storytelling-tools-for-teachers-and-students
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Different WorkGroups should therefore be able to complete different cells in 

this table: 

 

 
Peers in 
school 

L1 

Peers in 
School in 

both L1 and 
EN 

Peers across 
the  world EN 

School 
authorities 

IT 

School authorities 
of peers around 

the world EN 

posters      

fliers      

brochures      

videos      

presentation 

specify type 
     

songs 

specify genre 
     

performance 

specify genre 
     

other ideas      

 

While students are working, you should circulate so as to answer questions, 

suggest ideas, stimulate responsiveness, support any difficulties, etc.  It is 

important to leave students free to express their ideas and apply their 

knowledge creatively.  
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LISTEN / THINK / SPEAK / WRITE / DRAW / GRAPH  

/ PAIR-WORK  / GROUP-WORK 

 

Task 

6.1. 

Here is the moment for you to pull together all the information, ideas, 

writings, videos, photos, graphs, drawings etc. that you all have 

produced in Modules 1-5. 
 

In this Task, you will be organized into WorkGroups.  

• Each WG must produce a “sales-pitch” to convince a certain 

target audience of why it is important for schools to consider 

“Innovative Learning Spaces.”    

• At the end (Task 6.2) each WG will have 6 minutes to present 

their “sales-pitch”. 

• Imagine that the most effective “sales-pitch” will win a trip to 

the next “School Furniture Show” in Sydney, to order furniture 

for a new “learning space” in your school. 

 

Timing: 3 hrs 

Task 

6.2 

Each group exposes their idea in 6 minutes. A jury of teachers and 

students judges the final product following evaluation criteria set and 

agreed a priori. 
 

Timing: 6 minutes per group 
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